Treasure Hunters, treasures in your home!

Hide a treasure in your house, make your children hunt with binoculars, compasses and thermometers just like
in the Treasure Hunters application.
Have your child pass through different checkpoints to accumulate the items needed to find the treasure!
Be inventive with your treasure ideas (candy, his favorite dish tonight, the right to play on his console) and
adapt the game to your child's age and your home.

Before you play
- Take note of the rules we suggest.
- With your child's help, cut out the various illustrations necessary for the proper functioning of the system.
of the game.
- Place the checkpoints in places where they are clearly visible, the goal is not to hide them.
- Write your child's name on the diploma, don't hesitate to print several of them if several of your children
participate in this game.

Preparation time: approx. 25min
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Rules of the game
1. Checkpoints
Take an image of a checkpoint, place it in different visible places in your house
(adapt the number of checkpoints to the size of your house). When your child
decides to take a checkpoint, he or she must carry out a mission that you will
impose on him or her! Once the mission has been completed, exchange your child's
checkpoint for an object of his or her choice.
You are free to choose the tasks to be performed when activating the checkpoints, but we will give you some ideas.

1.1 Missions

Missions are the little pleasures of parents. Your child doesn't want to clean his room?
Give him the mission!
Take advantage of the cheerful and fun atmosphere of the treasure hunt to ask your child to carry out the
task he would normally be reluctant to do. It could be as simple as asking your child to count to 10 in French,
or to hop 10 times on the hop and skip 10 times, or to run around the garden 3 times.
A good source of ideas for missions are the " Bring Me Back ".

Depending on what's in your home, ask your child to bring you a specific set of items.
Again, feel free to add your ideas to keep the kids busy and entertained!

The « Bring me Back » (a few exemples)
A television remote control

A roll of toilet paper

One Red Cushion

One Hat

A Plushie

A bottle of water

A white T-shirt

Curtains... "
%
$
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Clean shoes

Etc.
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2. The tools
If you've ever played on the Treasure Hunters mobile application, you'll know all about the objects! Binoculars,
thermometers and compasses will be your children's tools to find the treasure. But these items come at a
price, so your child can take checkpoints to exchange them for the items they need!
2.1 Binoculars
The binoculars will allow your child to point to a room in the house. You will simply
have to inform him if the treasure is there or not.
We suggest limiting the number of binoculars to the number of rooms in your home.

2.2 Thermometer
When your child wants to use a thermometer, have the stopwatch on your phone.
For 30 seconds, guide your child with : Hot; Very hot; It's getting cold; But no
sweetie, you've already looked under the mat three times... etc.!

2.3 Compass
The compass is none other than the one on your phone or your greatgrandfather's compass that hangs in a drawer. Your child who is immobile in a
room of the house can consult the compass, indicate the direction of the treasure
by using the terms: North; East; South; West or even "North-East"; "South-West"
etc.

Use this opportunity to teach your child to read on a compass!
For young children, use simpler directions (left, right, indicating the direction to
follow).

Join us on social networks and share your adventure to try to win a
superb giant trampoline!
@treasurehunters.io

@treasurehunters.io

th.app
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3. Opening the chest
Did your child find the treasure? Keep the key on you. Your child must answer one
last enigma to win the key and open the treasure!

Again, be creative and come up with a riddle that your child will like, or if you're short of ideas, a little " Enigmas for Kids " search on
the Internet will do the trick.

4. Example of a game
Andy and Ana wonder how to keep their little Jonas, 8 years old and already a tempestuous treasure hunter.
Andy goes to the grocery store and brings a branch of chocolate for his son. A branch of chocolate that Jonas
will have to earn by finding the treasure himself.
Ana places the 5 images of checkpoints in her house, two in the living room, one in the garage and the other in
the kitchen.
Jonas completes the 5 checkpoint missions, so he can choose 5 objects of his choice.
Jonas has chosen a compass, two pairs of binoculars and two thermometers. He goes to the kitchen and uses
a thermometer but according to his dad's instructions, he doesn't seem to be getting any closer to the
treasure. Jonas stands in the living room in the middle of the house and uses the compass. His mum shows
him the compass and tells him that the gift is south of him. The only two rooms in that direction are the
laundry room and the garage.
Jonas uses his binoculars and asks his mother if the treasure is in the laundry room. His mother tells him that
it is not. Jonas uses his second pair of binoculars and asks if the treasure is in the garage. His mother tells
him that it is. So Jonas goes to the garage. After using his thermometer, Jonas finally finds the treasure
hidden in a jacket sleeve.
He answers the riddle his mother has chosen to win the key to the safe and can now enjoy his chocolate
branch!
His parents can now write their child's name on the Hunter's Apprentice Diploma available in the PDF file and
frame it next to the family photos! "
%
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#
By putting a picture of Jonas on social networks with his diploma, and tagging it with "@treasurehunters.io".
It allow him to participate in the draw to perhaps win a giant trampoline. For obvious safety reasons, it is
strongly recommended that you hide your child's face, put on their best Spiderman mask or add a smiley face
before posting their photo.
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Si vous n’êtes pas bricoleur, n’importe quelle autre boîte fera l’affaire
Wenn Sie kein Handwerker sind, genügt eine andere Box
If you’re not a handyman, another box will do the job
Se non sei un tuttofare, un’altra scatola farà al caso tuo

Ecrivez l’action à réaliser derrière le checkpoint
Schreiben Sie die Aktion auf, die hinter dem Checkpoint ausgeführt werden soll
Write the action to do behind the checkpoint
Scrivere l'azione da eseguire dietro il checkpoint
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